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last weekend's leader, dumplin', dropped 46% in its
second weekend in box office, which is a straight line
to desperationwith its $13.5m cume. disney's black
panther, from marvel, will continue to hold its crown.
its currently at $673.7m and will probably pass
avengers: endgame on wednesday night. last of the
certified a+ hits was sony's rocky spinoff, creed ii
(voltage / stx entertainment), which received an a+.
with that in mind, the studio was undoubtedly pleased
to announce that opening weekend was one of the
best for a rocky movie since creed in 2007. with $21.3
million, it's the highest opening weekend for any rocky
film since creed ii and the biggest opening weekend
ever for an october release. so, whats the next move
for creed ii ? the box office tells us. the second
weekend brought in an estimated $16.5 million, so
roughly one third of what the first round did. it
currently has a running total of $62 million, with a final
domestic box office of $85.8 million. it will more than
likely expand to wide release next week. the studio
also reported that creed ii was the 13th highest
grossing film of the weekend bringing in an estimated
$11.5 million. this has landed in the second spot
behind game night. additionally, the film is now in the
top three highest grossing horror films of all time,
behind a quiet place and halloween . it could be the
first of many rocky hits, we can't wait to see. the film's
estimated has received another boost with the real
time tracking of a major re-release in the fourth
quarter. this means there's a good chance they can hit
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over $100 million. with this, the film also has another
stab at the record for highest grossing sound of music
remake and could fall just short of the original's $116
million. obviously sony, you are correct, this is going to
be a great year for your studio.
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sony movies in the mcu will increasingly be going after
male-skewing, older audiences, and with that comes a
cinemascore that is getting less favorable. spider-man
is in a category with spider-man: homecoming in that
it has a b- cinemascore; venom has a b-, and venom:
let there be carnage a b-. in comparison, movies with
positive or strong running reviews, like star wars: the

last jedi, sank to a b+; its sequel the last jedi fell to b-;
jurassic world fell to b+ and guardians of the galaxy

fell to b-. sony is giving away four new trailers on
sunday: mowgli fury, spider-man: into the spider-verse
and godzilla: king of monsters alongside the release of

it and knives out. normally those four would have
made up for the two-day pocahontasslam, but that

movie may get to disney in three days as the studio is
competing with the four-day thanksgiving holiday for
family moviegoers. elle was still moving in the right

direction despite an "f" cinemascore. the anne
hathaway-starrer for focus features should get to

$20m through sunday, with females copping
$8m-$9m. the movie, which cost over $26m, cost

$20m to make. the studio will be hoping for the same
result for the space between us from fox searchlight,
which cost $31m and made $9.8m last weekend. fox
searchlight has a great relationship with hathaway,

however, and she still has the power to generate oscar
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heat with some really strong work. the gotham awards
at the academy of motion picture arts & sciences

received about three hours of coverage in the trades,
as they didn't mention that rocketman won the award
for best musical. it can be assumed he won, despite
speculation of the last couple weeks that it might be
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